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Typical aircraft trajectory predictors use wind forecasts but do not account for the
forecast uncertainty. A method for generating estimates of wind prediction uncertainty is
described and its effect on aircraft trajectory prediction uncertainty is investigated. The
procedure for estimating the wind prediction uncertainty relies uses a time-lagged ensemble
of weather model forecasts from the hourly updated Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) weather
prediction system. Forecast uncertainty is estimated using measures of the spread amongst
various RUC time-lagged ensemble forecasts. This proof of concept study illustrates the
estimated uncertainty and the actual wind errors, and documents the validity of the assumed
ensemble-forecast accuracy relationship. Aircraft trajectory predictions are made using
RUC winds with provision for the estimated uncertainty. Results for a set of simulated
flights indicate this simple approach effectively translates the wind uncertainty estimate into
an aircraft trajectory uncertainty. A key strength of the method is the ability to relate
uncertainty to specific weather phenomena (contained in the various ensemble members)
allowing identification of regional variations in uncertainty.

A

I. Introduction

ir Traffic Control (ATC) decision support tools (DST) are designed to help air traffic controllers with the
management of the aircraft into and through the en route airspace. These tools provide conflict detection and
resolution and scheduling guidance and advanced scheduling algorithms such as Direct To (D2) and Traffic
Management Advisor (TMA).1 Common to each of these tools is the need for accurate aircraft trajectories.
Elements of trajectory prediction errors can come from the following sources: aircraft surveillance (radar, ADS-B),
intent (controller instruction, pilot procedures), navigation, aircraft performance modeling, and weather forecasts.
Many air traffic control decision support tools such as Center TRACON Automation System (CTAS) use Rapid
Update Cycle (RUC) wind data as an input to their aircraft trajectory predictors. To better understand the wind
forecast errors, several studies investigated the accuracy of the RUC data and aircraft trajectory uncertainty.2,3,4 A
few studies also looked at the impact of more accurate wind data on the resultant trajectory.5,6 This previous work
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focused on the average accuracy of the wind forecast. Forecasted wind errors are not, however, provided by the
RUC developers for use in ATC DSTs.
Past work on the subject of trajectory prediction uncertainty includes a study by D. Thipphavong7 that focused
on the influence of aircraft weight as a source of trajectory prediction uncertainty. More relevant to this paper is a
study performed by S. Mondoloni8 that examined wind prediction uncertainty as a source of trajectory prediction
uncertainty using a statistical wind prediction uncertainty model.
This paper describes a method to compute RUC wind uncertainty and how these uncertainties affect CTAS
aircraft trajectory predictions. CTAS is used to estimate the spread of trajectory predictions due to wind uncertainty.
Finally, the paper quantifies the variability in the resultant trajectories and discusses the impact of that variability on
CTAS tools.

II. Background
A. RUC Forecasts and Forecast Uncertainty
The aviation community relies on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration RUC9,10 wind forecasts
heavily. It is widely used by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in various decision support tools11,12. A
particular focus is on upper-level wind forecast accuracy. The RUC produces highly accurate upper-level wind
forecasts for the Continental United States13 by applying all available weather observations as a fresh set of initial
conditions to their weather model Gridded RUC wind fields (from 13-km resolution 12-hour forecasts) provide 1-8
hour forecasts of wind speed (magnitude) and direction, and atmospheric pressure at 40-km horizontal intervals and
50 vertical levels (variable vertical resolution).
The RUC has been extensively verified against rawinsonde, profiler, aircraft, surface, and radar observations,
providing a documentation of average RUC errors, as well as the variability in RUC Skill amongst different
forecasts. 10,14 Skill refers to a statistical evaluation of the accuracy of forecasts. In addition to the variability in
RUC Skill between given forecasts, regional variability exists across the area within each RUC forecast. Thus, for
many users who depend critically on the accuracy of RUC upper-level winds, there is a strong interest in methods
for estimating a priori the RUC at a specific location. Of course, the actual forecast error can only be assessed
relative to observed data (which have their own errors) after the observations are collected at the forecast valid time.
Thus, we distinguish between forecast errors (assessed relative to observed data after the forecast valid time), and
forecast uncertainty, which is an estimate of the expected forecast error for a specific forecast.
The work in this paper uses a technique for generating wind uncertainty fields based on an assumption that the
magnitude of the variability amongst members of a time-lagged ensemble15of RUC forecasts is proportional to the
likely magnitude of the forecast error. The time-lagged ensemble consists of several successive RUC forecasts of
different lengths that are all valid at the same time. For this application 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7-hour RUC wind forecasts
are used to construct the time-lagged ensemble. It should be noted that many methods for generating forecast
ensembles exist (including techniques in which the initial conditions and / or model physics are perturbed), but most
are very computationally intensive and time-consuming, requiring many different model runs for a given forecast.
Because a new model forecast is created each hour as part of the RUC system, it is ideally suited to this time-lagged
technique approach where the ensemble requires no additional model forecasts. Two disadvantages of the timelagged ensemble approach, however, are: 1) the older forecasts usually have larger errors; and 2) the correlation
between different ensemble members is typically larger than for other techniques. Using the time-lagged ensemble
approach and assuming a Gaussian distribution, a wind uncertainty of one standard deviation is produced for both
the U and the V wind components (increasing Eastward along the U axis and Northward along the V axis). Since the
wind uncertainty is applied to the U and V components of the wind field vector, it will have impacts on the
trajectories when there is a change in the direction of the forecasted wind or the magnitude of the wind vector.
B. Trajectory Generation
The Center TRACON Automation System (CTAS) Trajectory Synthesizer (TS) software was used to generate
the trajectories for the analysis in this paper. CTAS is a collection of programs developed by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to support Air Traffic Management (ATM) research. These
programs, including a route parser, scheduler, and the TS, form the basis for ATM tools such as the Traffic
Management Advisor (TMA) and the En Route Descent Advisor (EDA).16 To generate a trajectory prediction,
CTAS first applies route parsing to the flight plan route (supplied by the Host or other data source) and sends the
intended horizontal path and vertical constraints, along with the current state information to the trajectory predictor
(TS). The TS uses a point-mass aircraft equation-of-motion model that incorporates winds, atmospheric data, and
specific aircraft performance information, such as thrust and drag. The model is described in detail by Slattery, et
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al.17 The RUC data is interpolated to compute the wind speed, direction, and atmospheric pressure at any given
point in the airspace.
Wind data is a component for two major aspects of trajectory calculation. The first aspect is for computing the
aircraft’s intended Mach or calibrated airspeed (CAS). If an aircraft is at cruise altitude, many decision support
tools use the current wind field and the ground speed to calculate a true airspeed (TAS). This is shown in Equation
1. The intended airspeed is then calculated in terms of a Mach or CAS and is typically fixed for the cruise
prediction. The second aspect is that, given an intended airspeed, either provided in a flight plan or derived as
described above, the wind along the predicted path is used to determine the relative ground speed for that segment of
flight.

v
v
v
VTAS = Vground " Vwind

(1)

Wind data in trajectory prediction, therefore, ultimately alters the intended speed of the aircraft relative to the
ground. This, in turn, affects the predicted position of the aircraft along its modeled track. Depending on the
intended use of the trajectory, this
! can be interpreted in differently: either as an along track position difference or a
difference of time at a given point. For ATM purposes the variation of along track position can be used to determine
a conflict separation buffer. Alternately, differences in time of flight to a particular waypoint can be used for ATM
scheduling.

III. Methodology
A. Weather Data Files
Using standard output from six successive RUC model predictions (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7-hr), all valid for April 3rd
2009, 0 Zulu time, three different RUC datasets were created: 1) standard forecasts, 2) an ensemble average 3) the 0hr Analysis forecast, and 4) a prediction with the wind uncertainty applied. The standard forecast output formed the
members of the ensemble. The average U and V component of the wind for the forecast ensemble members at every
point was defined as the ensemble average. The standard deviation of the U and V components among the ensemble
members was defined as the wind uncertainty. The U and V uncertainty magnitudes (one standard deviation) were
applied in predefined cardinal directions to a base forecast taken as either the ensemble average or the 2-hr forecast.
Therefore for each base forecast, 4 files were created whose U and V component wind magnitudes were Ubase ±
Uuncert and Vbase ± Vuncert. Where Ubase and Uuncert are the U component wind speeds of the base forecast and
uncertainty magnitudes respectively (and similarly for the V component). Since these uncertainty values were
applied in a predefined manner, the aircraft were restricted to fly a constant heading using these files. This
approach, while not ideal, was the most expedient implementation.
B. Trajectory Data Collection
Since the study did not measure the trajectory predictions against an actual flight track, fabricated flight
trajectories were created to study various atmospheric patterns of interest. All flights used a Boeing 767 aircraft
model in en-route cruise flight at a constant altitude, heading and speed. Each aircraft flew at an altitude of 34,000
feet and speed of 0.80 mach.
The first portion of the study examined only the U component wind uncertainty and the aircraft were assigned a
due west heading. CTAS was used to generate six hypothetical flight cases with each flight case using the RUC
wind forecast files described previously. Figures 2a and 2b show the flight path of each aircraft relative to the U and
V component wind uncertainty at FL340. The second part of the study investigated the interaction of the U and V
components.
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Figure 2a: Modeled Flight Paths in Relation to the UComponent Wind Uncertainty used in this Study at
FL340

Figure 2b: Modeled Flight Paths in Relation to the
V-Component Wind Uncertainty used in this Study
at FL340

IV. Data Analysis
A. Analysis of Time Lagged Wind Forecast Uncertainty Model
Prior to examining the use of the time-lagged ensemble technique for estimating aircraft trajectory uncertainty,
the forecast errors of the various RUC time-lagged forecasts and the uncertainty estimate obtained from the timelagged ensemble members must be assessed. First, the upper-level wind error is computed as a function of forecast
length over a long time period, and then forecast error scores are examined from a single case study verification time
(00z 3 April, 2009) for both total wind and the U component. Next, the correlation between the wind forecast
uncertainty (as measured by the standard deviation of the ensemble members) with the forecast error (as measured
by the forecast – 0-hr Analysis forecast difference) is presented. Establishing the validity of this assumed
relationship between the magnitudes of the ensemble spread and the forecast error is crucial for establishing the
utility using the time-lagged ensemble to generate wind uncertainty fields.
1. Wind forecast accuracy vs. observations and analyses
Fig. 3 shows vertical profiles of RUC upper level vector wind root mean square (RMS) errors verified against
rawinsondes observations for different forecast lengths (1, 2, 3, 6, and 9-hr) and the 0-hr Analysis forecast.
Altitudes are labeled in millibars of pressure (700-200 mb, or 9878-38615 feet) on the vertical axis. The RMS error
profiles of each forecast length are computed from a long-term (four month) average. Readily apparent in the figure
is the consistent decrease in upper level wind errors as forecast length is decreased. Note that the latency to generate
the 1-hr forecast is too great to be used by CTAS for real-time trajectory prediction.. Also evident in the figure is
the “error” of the 0-hr Analysis forecast, which varies from about 2.7 m/s at 600 mb (13794 feet) to 3.5 m/s above
300 mb (30052 feet). The 0-hr Analysis forecast blends new observed data with a gridded prior estimate provided by
the previous 1-h RUC forecast. The 0-hr Analysis forecast does not perfectly match the observations for two
reasons: 1) the observations contain errors, and; 2) the observations include contributions from length-scales too
small to be represented in the model (termed errors of representativeness). With an understanding of the
relationship between errors relative to the 0-hr Analysis forecast and relative to the observations, this study uses the
0-hr Analysis forecast for comparison of errors, as it allows for easier examination of spatial aspects. It is important,
however, to document the correspondence between observation verification and 0-hr Analysis forecast verification,
which we will do for the selected test case period.
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Figure 3: RUC upper level vector wind root mean square (RMS) errors verified against rawinsondes for 0-hr
Analysis forecast and different forecast lengths (1, 2, 3, 6, and 9 hour)
Fig. 4 shows the 250 mb (FL 340) forecast wind RMS errors for different forecast lead times all valid at 0000
UTC on 3 April, 2009, for comparison with both the rawinsonde observations (red curve, scale on left) and the 0-hr
Analysis forecast (solid blue curve, scale on right). The mean absolute errors (MAE) relative to the 0-hr Analysis
forecast (scale on the right) of the forecast U-component are shown by the blue dotted line. Both RMS errors and
MAEs are shown because RMS errors are typically used for long term RUC skill statistics, but we have used MAEs
to compute the uncertainty. A number of features are readily apparent in the plot. First, comparison with the
rawinsonde network shows larger 250 mb wind errors for this day than for the four month average (compare with
the values along the green dotted curve in Fig. 3), indicating this day to have above average forecast error. Second,
comparison of the vector wind RMS error for the observation verification (red solid curve, scale on the left) with
that for the 0-hr Analysis verification (solid blue curve, scale on the right) indicates a high degree of consistency
between the two verification measures. Lastly, as expected, the MAE for the U-component of the wind is smaller
than the vector wind RMS, but shows a similar increase as forecast lead-time is increased (note all these forecasts
are valid at the same time).

Figure 4: 250mb (33984 feet) Vector RMS Error and MAE
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2. Wind forecast uncertainty and spread-Skill relationship
Having established that on average RUC upper-level wind forecast errors decrease with decreasing lead time and
that a correspondence exists between forecast errors relative to the observations and to the analyses, we now
examine uncertainty of the forecast wind fields as measured by a time-lagged forecast ensemble obtained from
successive RUC model runs. Using forecast ensembles to generate uncertainty information is a common practice in
numerical weather prediction, with much work focused on methods for generating optimal sets of ensembles.17,18
Traditional approaches have examined various methods for perturbing the model initial fields, model physics,
boundary condition information, and even the use of multi-model ensembles. These approaches, which often
involve running sets of 10-20 perturbed model runs are extremely computationally intensive and time consuming,
and usually necessitate running the ensemble system at a degraded spatial resolution. Because the RUC is run every
hour, it is possible to use older RUC forecasts valid at the same time to provide additional ensemble members. An
obvious advantage is the great saving in computational time and resources as these runs are already available. As
noted earlier, disadvantages are that the ensembles are not all equally likely and the ensembles may exhibit a large
degree of correlation with each other. In this subsection, we examine the spread of a test set of RUC ensembles and
evaluate its relationship to the Skill of the RUC forecasts.
As a proof of concept, the Skill of the RUC U component uncertainty field (calculated as the standard deviation
of the U component among the ensemble members and shown in Fig. 2a) at estimating the errors of the RUC wind
forecasts valid 0000 UTC 3 April 2009 is evaluated. Again, in order to simplify the evaluation of Along-Track
differences for the hypothetical flights described later, this portion of the study is restricted to considering only the
U-component (east-west) of the RUC wind field and a single level (250 mb or ~ FL340) corresponding to en route
flights. As shown in Fig. 2, strong spatial variability in the U component uncertainty field (representing spread
among the ensemble members) exists, which results in large variations in the wind forecast uncertainty along the
hypothetical flight trajectories (superimposed on the figure). This can be illustrated by examining the two flight
tracks indicated by the black arrows, Flight C which traverses from Minnesota into North Dakota and Flight B
which traverses from South Carolina into Southern Indiana. Flight C traverses a region of generally low uncertainty
(indicated by the small values for standard deviation of the U-component of the wind among for the six ensemble
forecasts) but the spread increases during the later portion of the flight track. In contrast, Flight B traverses a region
of higher forecast spread, and the flight track is punctuated by two local maxima in spread, one during the middle of
the flight and one at the end of the flight track. The effect of how these variations in spread in the wind field
translate into variations in spread of an ensemble of predicted flight tracks is discussed later in the paper.
The variation in the spread (standard deviation from the six ensemble members), shown in Fig. 2, can be
compared with the forecast – 0-hr Analysis forecast error for each member, which is shown in Fig. 5a-f (with the
hypothetical flight tracks also indicated). The actual wind field at this time was almost entirely from west to east, so
by examining a given flight track on each of the panels in Fig. 5, the deviation in the flight time to be expected due
solely to errors in the forecast wind field may be quantified. Thus for planes flying from east to west (the assumed
direction in the hypothetical flight tracks), positive U-component errors imply forecast westerlies greater than
analyzed westerlies, or a forecast of too strong a headwind. This would imply that an aircraft trajectory based on
that forecast wind field would be too fast. Thus Flight C shows small errors, and a general trend of decreasing
positive errors as the flight track progresses.
For the Flight B flight track, the wind errors for the individual
forecasts are larger and have a pattern of positive errors early, followed by large negative errors, and then positive
errors at the end. The large negative errors in the middle part of the flight increase significantly with forecast leadtime.
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Figure 5a: 2-Hour Forecast U-Component Error

Figure 5b: 3-Hour Forecast U-Component Error

Figure 5c: 4-Hour Forecast U-Component Error

Figure 5d: 5-Hour Forecast U-Component Error

Figure 5e: 6-Hour Forecast U-Component Error

Figure 5f: 7-Hour Forecast U-Component Error

In order to quantify the ability of the time-lagged ensemble-based uncertainty field to predict the magnitude of the
RUC forecast error, the linear correlation coefficient between the standard deviation of the forecast ensemble Ucomponent (shown in Fig. 2) and each of the mean absolute values of the U-component forecast error fields (shown
in Fig. 5a-f) is analyzed. This result is plotted in Fig. 6 (along with the U-comp mean absolute error of each
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forecast). The correlation coefficient of the ensemble standard deviation with a given lead-time forecast ranges from
about 0.35 for the 2-h forecast to near 0.75 for the 7-h forecast. This relationship, in which the correlation between
the spread of the ensemble and the Skill of the forecast increases as the forecast length increases, is as expected.
The differences amongst the forecasts, which contribute to the ensemble spread, are precisely those differences that
contribute to larger forecast errors as the forecast lead-time increases. This is evident in the similarity between the
U–component MAE curve and the correlation curve. Thus, we see the inherent trade-off where, by using the
freshest RUC model run to get the smallest forecast errors, some of the Skill in predicting the structure of those
errors is sacrificed.

Correlation
of 2-7 hr fcst
ensemble
std. dev.
with fcst
U MAE
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Figure 6: Comparison of Mean Absolute Error and
Correlation of Ensemble Standard Deviation with
Forecast U Component MAE
B. Analysis of Along-Track Difference
Cross track deviation was not considered in this study as the aircraft control behavior was modeled to constantly
correct its course. Along-Track difference, however, was analyzed since aircraft trajectory predictions differing
only by wind values along its heading would result in differences in ground speed. Along-Track difference is
measured against a reference trajectory. The deviation is calculated by using the following equations and
graphically shown in Fig 11:

"X = X ref # X test (4)
"Y = Yref # Ytest (5)
!
Along-Track
Difference

= "X sin #ref + "Y cos #ref (6)

Where ΔX is the position difference
! of the reference trajectory Xref and the test trajectory Xtest and similarly for
the Y-axis variables. This is used in conjunction with Ψref, the course of the reference trajectory to calculate the
Along-Track Difference.
!
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Figure 11. Along-Track Difference
For aircraft trajectory predictions with the same course, the Along-Track difference may be expressed with the
following equation:
n

Total Along-Track Difference =

% [(V

ground _ ref

i=1

]

" Vground _ test ) # $t (7)
i

Where Vground_ref and Vground_test are the ground speeds for the reference and test trajectories respectively. And Δt
is the time between each integration step, i.

!

Substitution of equation 1 into equation 7 yields:
n

Total Along-Track Difference =

% [((V

TAS _ ref

i=1

)

]

+ Vwind _ ref ) " (VTAS _ test + Vwind _ test ) # $t (8)
i

Where Vwind_ref and Vwind_test are the wind components contributing along the aircraft’s flight path for the
reference and test trajectories respectively.

!

As mentioned previously, many decision support tools that model an aircraft in cruise use the initial wind speed
at the aircraft location, and the initial ground speed, to calculate a TAS. The TAS is then used to calculate the
intended airspeed in terms of a Mach or CAS. For two aircraft predictions using different wind forecasts but
initialized with the same radar track information, the ground speed will be the same but the Mach and calibrated
airspeeds may be different due to the difference of the forecasted wind value. These intended airspeeds are held
constant in cruise by CTAS. As shown in equation 8, this disparity in cruise speeds is an additional factor for the
Along-Track difference along with the differing winds along the two predicted flight paths. The difference in cruise
speeds will always cause continual growth of the Along-Track difference over time whereas varying wind forecast
uncertainty patterns may allow the Along-Track difference to converge over time.
If the intended airspeed is known (or is assumed) then the reference trajectory prediction and test trajectory
prediction use the same airspeed. Assuming that the effect on airspeed due to other atmospheric properties such as
temperature, density, and pressure are negligible, the only difference between the two trajectory predictions will be
the influence due to wind. In this case, by reducing equation 8 to the following, the total Along-Track difference
can be approximated:
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n

Total Along-Track Difference ≈

% [(V

wind _ ref

i=1

]

" Vwind _ test ) # $t (9)
i

Figure 12 shows an example of the relationship of the rate of Along-Track difference with respect to time and the
difference of the U and V component wind speeds. In this case, the Along-Track difference is the trajectory
generated using the 2-hour forecast referenced
! to the trajectory generated from the 0-hr Analysis forecast for an
aircraft with a heading of 240 degrees. The U and V component wind speed differences are from the 0-hr Analysis
forecast minus the 2-hour forecast projected along the aircraft’s flight path. The aggregate influence of the wind
speeds match the trend of the Along-Track difference growth rate described in Equation 9.
Figures 13 and 14 show
the Along-Track difference
as a function of time for
Flights B and C respectively.
The 0-hour Analysis forecast
is used as a reference to
show a comparison to a
“truth” forecast.
The
accumulation of differences
of the RUC wind fields
along the aircraft flight track
is shown. The Along-Track
differences are calculated
using the reference trajectory
minus a test trajectory
produced from a particular
wind forecast (see Equation
9). A positive Along-Track
difference, indicates that the
trajectory generated from the
reference forecast is ahead of
Figure 12. Along-Track Difference of Trajectories and Wind Differences
the trajectory generated by
from a 0-hr Analysis forecast and 2 hr Forecast. Aggregate influence of the U
the forecast.
and V component wind speed differences match the Along-Track difference growth
The
ensemble
forecast
rate.
average
trajectory
is
generated from a wind forecast that is the mean average of the 2-hour through 7-hour forecasts. As mentioned
previously, the first plot, Flight B (as shown in Figs 2a and 5), are from trajectory predictions where the aircraft flies
through varying regions of low and high wind uncertainty. The second plot, Flight C, is. from trajectory predictions
in a region of low wind uncertainty. Overall Flight B is flown within a region of higher wind uncertainty than Flight
C. These uncertainty characteristics for the two flight paths are shown in Figure 2. Both flights are flown at a
heading of 270 degrees to focus the investigation on a single axis of wind uncertainty.
The ensemble plus uncertainty and ensemble minus uncertainty Along-Track differences (light and dark grey
lines respectively) use wind forecasts consisting of the standard deviation of the U wind component added and
subtracted (respectively) to the wind vectors of the ensemble forecast average. These two Along-Track differences
outline one standard deviation of Along-Track difference over time for trajectories generated from the wind forecast
members of the ensemble. The shaded region highlights this spread of possible Along-Track differences based on
the accumulation of uncertainty along the flight track. This shows that the RUC uncertainty depicted in Fig. 2a
translates into a time-dependent, growing trajectory prediction uncertainty. Flight B (Figure 13) illustrates a case
where the trajectory from the 2-h RUC forecast provides a much better match to the 0-hr Analysis forecast-based
trajectory (the reference trajectory) than the trajectory from the ensemble mean. Overall, the large spread of the
individual tracks from the various RUC ensemble members and the associated large spread of the shaded uncertainty
cone (nearly 3.5 nmi a 40 min) is shown in Figs. 13. In contrast, the uncertainty for Flight C was much less as
indicated in Fig. 14 by the Along-Track difference for the various tracks and the small spread of the shaded cone of
uncertainty (around 1.5 nmi at 40 min.).
10
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As mentioned earlier in Section II, the predicted cruise speed used throughout the flight is typically derived from
the wind and ground speed at the initial prediction point. Cruise speeds varying from 0.76, 0.78, and 0.80 Mach,
amount to differences of approximately 10 knots TAS between each speed. Due to this difference in speed, an
Along-Track variation between each trajectory would be approximately 8 nmi at 40 minutes of elapsed time. This is
significant when compared with the previous results of Along-Track variation due to flying through the wind field
and highlights the importance of determining the correct intent speed of the aircraft.

Figure 13. Flight B Along-Track Difference with 0-hr Analysis forecast as Reference

Figure 14. Flight C Along-Track Difference with 0-hr Analysis forecast as Reference
In some forecast cases such as the 5-hour for Flight C (shown in Figure 14), the Along-Track difference virtually
cancels out over time. Another observation is that the shorter lead-time forecasts do not always yield the most
accurate trajectories, even though the shorter lead-time forecasts had smaller overall errors (domain-wide average)
as shown in Fig. 4. These results emphasize the regional nature of the forecast errors (as can be seen in Fig. 5), and
the need to capture regional variations in the uncertainty field.
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Using these plots, the Along-Track difference due to wind uncertainty at a particular time can be determined.
The desired time is used to determine the difference between the ensemble mean forecast and the ensemble plus
uncertainty” as well as the “ensemble minus uncertainty” forecasts. For the cases shown in figures 13 and 14, the
uncertainty due to wind variability at 20 minutes is approximately less than 0.9 nautical miles for Flight B and 0.5
nautical miles for Flight C.
Flight cases with non-cardinal headings were used to examine the interaction of the U and V component wind
uncertainty. Flight B3, flown in the same region as Flight B is shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The flight path uses the
same flight path mid-point as Flight B, but has a course of 240 degrees. Besides the standard forecasts (2 hour
through 7 hour), the 0-hr Analysis forecast, and the ensemble average forecast, Flight B3 was flown with four
additional wind maps. Each of these wind maps uses the ensemble average forecast with the U and V uncertainty
values applied in the cardinal directions to apply the maximum influence of uncertainty. For a course of 240
degrees one wind map has the uncertainty applied in the +U +V directions and the other has it applied in the -U and
–V directions.
Figure 15 illustrates the Along-Track differences using the 0-hr Analysis forecast as the reference trajectory.
The distribution of the trajectories of the 2-hour through 7-hour forecast is very similar to those of Flight B (see
Figure 13) with the trajectories from the 3-hour and 7-hour forecasts again diverging the most. As in the previous,
U-component only case, the shaded area depicts the cone of uncertainty, defined using the ensemble mean wind
field with the plus and minus one standard deviation from the time-lagged ensemble. A sample of the uncertainty
applied to the forecast used in an operational environment (2-hour) is shown in Figure 16. Comparing Figs 15 and
16, we see that the 2-hour forecast is initially less accurate than that of the ensemble mean, but is more accurate after
about 35 min. On average the 2-hour forecast is more accurate but the ensemble mean is more robust to occasional
regions of very large errors.

Figure 15: Along-Track Difference of Flight B3 with the 0-hr Analysis forecast
as the Reference
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Figure 16: Along-Track Difference of Flight B3 Showing Application of Win
Uncertainty to 2-Hour Forecast with 0-hr Analysis forecast as the Reference

V. Discussion
This study used the standard deviation from a time lagged forecast ensemble to generate a wind uncertainty
value. Other ensemble techniques such as the use of multi-model ensembles may also be used but the time lagged
ensemble technique is simpler as the data for the ensemble members is readily available. Either an ensemble
technique or a more sophisticated wind uncertainty model can be used. One possible method would be to combine
the statistical model described by Mondoloni8 with the approach described in this paper. Regardless of the method
used to determine the wind uncertainty, it should be independent of how the application of wind uncertainty on
trajectory uncertainty is performed.
The hypothetical flights were flown through different regions of space and experienced distinct patterns of
forecast errors and uncertainty distribution. From the small number of samples using the method in this study, the
amount of trajectory uncertainty had a positive correlation with the amount of wind uncertainty along the flight
paths. Forecasts with the shorter lead times had smaller overall errors (geographic domain-wide average), however
using these forecasts for trajectory prediction were not always the most accurate (using the trajectory from the 0-hr
Analysis forecast as a proxy for "truth"). This highlights the regional nature of the forecast errors and the
importance of capturing the regional variations in the wind uncertainty field.
This study used wind forecast files that had the wind uncertainty magnitudes applied in predefined directions. In
an operational sense, however, the uncertainty data needs to be included with the RUC forecast as a separate data set
from the wind forecast data. The trajectory predictor must be able to extract the wind uncertainty data and
dynamically apply it relative to the heading of each individual aircraft. Other methods to use wind uncertainty for
trajectory prediction in an operational environment need to be explored. One possible method to determine the total
Along-Track difference is to accumulate the Along-Track difference uncertainty due to the wind uncertainty that the
aircraft encounters along its flight path. Computational load must also be considered in an operational environment
as the number of additional calculations can put a strain on the DST.
The Along-Track difference due to forecast wind uncertainty can also be used to influence ATM metrics such as
conflict avoidance buffer size. Obviously a buffer size that is too small will compromise safety, while an overly
conservative size will limit the amount of traffic that can fly through congested airspace. The size of the 8 nmi
aircraft separation buffer used in CTAS consists of the 5 nmi legal separation as well as an additional 3 nmi which
accounts for all sources of uncertainty. For ATM, a 20-minute look-ahead time is used for a typical conflict probe.
By determining the Along-Track difference from the one standard deviation wind forecast at 20 minutes elapsed
time (described in a previous section), the amount of separation buffer due to wind alone with a one sigma (68.2%)
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confidence value can be found and added to the 5 nmi legal separation. The trajectory uncertainty distance due to
wind would be applied in the aircraft’s Along-Track direction (Fig 17). The amount of separation buffer due to
wind uncertainty can vary widely in different regions of space and is not a constant estimate. One possibility is to
expand the separation buffer beyond 8 nmi if the uncertainty due to wind exceeds the 3 nmi margin used on top of
the 5 nmi legal separation. The additional amount would be the sum of the amount due to wind uncertainty plus a
margin to account for other sources of uncertainty.

Figure 17: Separation Buffer due to Wind Uncertainty
Besides using the wind uncertainty for determining the size of the separation buffer, the wind uncertainty can
also be used to aid with the time uncertainty associated with the arrival of an aircraft at a fixed point in space. Using
the uncertainty value as an additional airspeed applied parallel to the aircraft’s flight path, positively and negatively,
an envelope for the of time of flight may be determined. As before with the Along-Track application, for a one
standard deviation value, this would capture approximately 68.2% of the trajectories.

VI. Conclusion
Errors in wind forecast data are one source of error in ATM predictions of aircraft trajectory location. This work
describes a technique for estimating wind uncertainty and using it to estimate the level of uncertainty in hypothetical
aircraft trajectory predictions. The technique uses a time-lagged ensemble of RUC model upper-level wind
forecasts and estimates forecast wind uncertainty based on a statistical measure of forecast spread amongst the
ensemble members. A key advantage of the time-lagged technique is that it identifies regional variations of
uncertainty that are related to actual weather phenomena. This is confirmed by assessing the correlation between the
wind uncertainty field and the wind forecast errors field.
The impact of the wind forecast uncertainty on trajectory prediction uncertainty was also examined. These test
cases were very simplified using constant course headings and a snapshot of the wind forecast which is held
constant for the duration of the forecast’s hour of validity. Trajectory predictions were flown through different
weather patterns and illustrated the distribution of wind uncertainty and its effect on the trajectory prediction. From
these test cases methods were described which could be used to enhance ATM metrics such as separation assurance
buffers and scheduling.
This proof of concept study demonstrates a method to use the wind uncertainty data in the en route flight regime.
Future studies will address other subjects such as trajectories with altitude changes, multiple output time data from
the RUC, probability density functions, and investigate different methods to apply the wind uncertainty data.
Wind uncertainty is but one element that contributes to the total uncertainty of a trajectory prediction.
Accounting for other sources of uncertainty, such as aircraft performance modeling, observation, intent, and
navigation, is also necessary to obtain the best estimates of aircraft trajectory uncertainty. A conglomerate model of
uncertainty that includes all significant sources of uncertainty would result in a more complete analysis of trajectory
prediction uncertainty against real aircraft trajectory data.
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